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RIGIDITY, INTERNALITY AND ANALYSABILITY

DANIEL PALACÍN AND FRANK O. WAGNER

Abstract. We prove a version of Hrushovski’s socle lemma for
rigid groups in an arbitrary simple theory.

1. Introduction

One of the main consequences of the canonical base property (in
short, CBP) for a simple theory of finite SU -rank is a certain general-
ization of the the so-called socle lemma due to Hrushovski ([8, Propo-
sition 4.3] and [9, Proposition 3.6.2]). Namely, in a group of finite
SU -rank with the CBP, every type with finite stabilizer is almost in-
ternal to the family of types of rank 1. This was noted in [15] and
elaborated in [10].

The formulation of the canonical base property in model-theoretic
terms was influenced by the results of Campana [5] and Fujiki [7] in
compact complex spaces and an analogous results due to Pillay and
Ziegler [15] on differential (and difference) algebraic varieties in char-
acteristic 0. In particular, the group-like version in the case of differen-
tially closed fields of characteristic 0 yields an account of the Mordell-
Lang Conjecture for function fields in characteristic 0 without using
Zariski geometries, see [15]. The CBP, named by Moosa and Pillay
[13], states that for any tuple a of finite SU -rank and any b, the type
of the canonical base of tp(a/b) over a is almost internal to the family
of types of rank 1. Clearly, this is a property of the finite-rank context;
nevertheless, not all theories of finite rank satisfy the CBP [10].

A better understanding of the CBP was provided in [6], where Chatzi-
dakis studied simple theories with the CBP in general. Extending the
work of Pillay and Ziegler, she moreover showed that the theory of
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existentially closed difference fields of any characteristic has the CBP.
On the other hand, Chatzidakis proved that replacing internality by
analysability in the statement of the CBP, and considering the family
of non one-based types of rank 1, one obtains a weak version of the
CBP which is satisfied by all types of finite rank in any simple theory.

Recall that a partial type π over a set A in a simple theory is one-
based if for any tuple ā of realizations of π and any B ⊇ A the canonical
base of tp(ā/B) over Aā is bounded. One-basedness implies that the
forking geometry is particularly well-behaved; for instance one-based
groups are rigid. That is, every subgroup is commensurable with one
hyperdefinable over bdd(∅) — see Definition 3.6. It turns out that
the CBP and the weak version of the CBP correspond to a relative
version of one-basedness with respect to the family of types of rank 1.
This connection was noticed by Kowalski and Pillay in [12], and used
to describe the structure of type-definable groups in stable theories
satisfying the CBP. The relation between one-basedness and the weak
CBP was then used by the authors [14] to generalize and study the
weak CBP outside the finite SU -rank setting by replacing the family
of types of rank 1 by an arbitrary family of partial types. These ideas
also appear in [4] where Blossier, Mart́ın-Pizarro and the second author
study a generalization of the CBP in a different direction.

In [10] Hrushovski, Pillay and the first author proved the CBP for
non-multidimensional theories of finite Morley rank, assuming that all
Galois groups are rigid. The aim of this paper is to obtain directly the
socle lemma for rigid groups in arbitrary simple theories, without pass-
ing through the CBP (and hence without any assumption of finiteness
of SU -rank). In addition, we remark that the non-multidimensionality
assumption of [10] is not required.

Our notation is standard and follows [16]. Throughout the paper,
the ambient theory will be simple, and we shall be working in M

heq,
where M is a sufficiently saturated model of the ambient theory. Thus
tuples are tuples of hyperimaginaries, and dcl = dclheq.

2. The canonical base property

For the rest of the paper Σ will be an ∅-invariant family of par-
tial types. Recall first the definitions of internality, analysability and
orthogonality.

Definition 2.1. Let π be a partial type over A. Then π is
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• (almost) Σ-internal if for every realization a of π there isB |⌣A
a

and a tuple b̄ of realizations of types in Σ based on B, such that
a ∈ dcl(Bb̄) (or a ∈ bdd(Bb̄), respectively).

• Σ-analysable if for any realization a of π there are (ai : i < α) ∈
dcl(Aa) such that tp(ai/A, aj : j < i) is Σ-internal for all i < α,
and a ∈ bdd(A, ai : i < α).

Finally, p ∈ S(A) is orthogonal to q ∈ S(B) if for all C ⊇ AB, a |= p,
and b |= q with a |⌣A

C and b |⌣B
C we have a |⌣C

b. The type p is
orthogonal to B if it is orthogonal to all types over B.

We shall say that a is (almost) Σ-internal or Σ-analysable over b if
tp(a/b) is.

Now we introduce a general version of the canonical base property.

Definition 2.2. A simple theory has the canonical base property with
respect to Σ, if (possibly after naming some constants) whenever tp(Cb(a/b))
is Σ-analysable then tp(Cb(a/b)/a) is almost Σ-internal.

When Σ is the family of types of SU -rank 1, this corresponds to
the usual canonical base property. In [4] a similar property, named
1-tight, is defined, but without the condition on tp(Cb(a/b)) to be
Σ-analysable. Instead, 1-tightness is defined for a family of partial
types. Our canonical base property with respect to Σ corresponds to
1-tightness with respect to Σ of the family of all Σ-analysable types.

Recall that if Σ consists of partial types over ∅ in a stable theory, if
p(x) ∈ S(∅) is Σ-internal, there is an ∅-type-definable group G and a
faithfully ∅-definable action of G on the set of realizations of p which is
isomorphic (as a group action) to the group of permutations induced
by the automorphisms of M fixing Σ pointwise. We call such a group
the Galois group of p with respect to Σ.

In a stable theory an A-type-definable group is said to be rigid if all
its type-definable connected subgroups are type-definable over acl(A).
In [10, Theorem 2.5], Hrushovski, Pillay and the first author obtain a
strong version of the CBP for certain families of types when all Galois
groups are rigid.

Fact 2.3. Let Σ be a family of partial types over ∅ in a stable the-
ory, and assume all Galois groups (with respect to Σ) are rigid. If
tp(Cb(a/b)) is Σ-analysable then Cb(a/b) ⊆ acl(a,Σ).
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Lemma 2.4. Let X be an ∅-invarant set. Then for any a we have

a |⌣
bdd(a)∩dcl(X)

X.

Proof: Consider a small subset X0 of X such that a |⌣X0

X and put

a0 = Cb(X0/a). Then a0 is definable over a Morley sequence I in
Lstp(X0/a), and I ⊂ X by invariance of X . Therefore a0 ∈ dcl(X),
whence a0 ∈ bdd(a) ∩ dcl(X). As a |⌣a0

X by transitivity, the conclu-

sion follows. �

Proposition 2.5. Let Σ be a family of partial types over ∅ in a simple
theory. The following are equivalent:

(1) Whenever tp(b/a) is Σ-analysable, Cb(a/b) ∈ bdd(a,Σ).
(2) Whenever tp(b/a) is Σ-analysable, if c ∈ bdd(a,Cb(a/b)) is

Σ-internal over a, then either c ∈ bdd(a) or c 6 |⌣a
Σ.

If the theory is stable, both conditions are equivalent to:

(3) Whenever tp(b/a) is Σ-analysable, if c ∈ acl(a,Cb(a/b)) is Σ-
internal over a, then the connected component of the Galois
group of stp(c/a) with respect to Σ acts trivially.

Proof: (1) ⇒ (2) is immediate. For the other direction, assume (2) and
consider some Σ-analysable b over a. Put

a0 = bdd(a,Cb(a/b)) ∩ bdd(a,Σ).

Then Cb(a/b) |⌣a0
Σ by Lemma 2.4. Assume Cb(a/b) /∈ bdd(a0). As b

is Σ-analysable over a0, so is Cb(a/b). Hence there is some Σ-internal
c ∈ bdd(a0,Cb(a/b))\bdd(a0) over a0; note that c ∈ bdd(a0,Cb(a0/b))
since a ⊆ a0. As c /∈ bdd(a0), we have c 6 |⌣a0

Σ by hypothesis, whence

Cb(a/b) 6 |⌣a0
Σ, a contradiction.

Finally, if T is stable and tp(c/a) is Σ-internal, then the Galois group
of stp(c/a) with respect to Σ acts transitively. Thus its connected
component acts trivially if and only if c ∈ acl(a,Σ). Therefore (1) ⇒
(3) ⇒ (2). �

Recall that a stable (or simple) theory is non-multidimensinal if every
type is non-orthogonal to ∅. Hence there is a set A of parameters such
that every type of finite SU -rank is non-orthogonal to the family Σ of
types over A of SU -rank 1. Thus Fact 2.3 yields immediately the CBP
for non-multidimensional stable theories with rigid Galois groups, in
the strong form that Cb(a/b) ⊆ acl(a, A,Σ) whenever SU(Cb(a/b)/A)
is finite.
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Using the following result, which corresponds to [6, Theorem 1.16],
we can drop the non-multidimensionality hypothesis.

Fact 2.6. In a simple theory, if tp(Cb(a/b)) has finite rank, then
tp(Cb(a/b)/bdd(a) ∩ bdd(b)) is analysable in the family of non one-
based types of SU-rank 1 non-orthogonal to bdd(a) ∩ bdd(b).

Now if T is stable and all Galois groups with respect to families of
types of SU -rank 1 are rigid, then given a canonical base Cb(a/b) of
finite SU -rank, we can choose a set A of parameters independent of ab
over bdd(a)∩bdd(b) such that every type of SU -rank 1 non-orthogonal
to bdd(a) ∩ bdd(b) is non-orthogonal to the family Σ of types of SU -
rank 1 over A. So Cb(a/b) ⊆ acl(a, A,Σ) by Fact 2.3. In particular
tp(Cb(a/b)/a) is almost Σ-internal, i.e., T has the CBP.

Question. Is the result true for simple theories?

The problem with a generalization to simple theories is that the
Galois group given in [2] is only almost hyperdefinable.

3. Stabilizers and rigidity

From now on, G will be an ∅-hyperdefinable group in a simple theory
T .

Let H be an A-hyperdefinable subgroup of G and g ∈ G. The
canonical parameter ḡ of the coset gH over A is the class of g modulo the
A-hyperdefinable equivalence relation given by x−1y ∈ H . Similarly,
we define the canonical parameter for the right coset. Even though
the canonical parameter ḡ of gH is an A-hyperimaginary, there is a
hyperimaginary which is interdefinable with ḡ over A, see [16, Remark
3.1.5]. Working over A we may thus identify the canonical parameter
of gH with an ordinary hyperimaginary.

However, in general it need not be true that a hyperdefinable sub-
group has a canonical parameter, since equality of hyperdefinable sub-
groups need not be a type-definable equivalence relation on their pa-
rameters. For canonical parameters to exist we have to assume local
connectivity.

Recall that a sugroup H of G is locally connected if for any model-
theoretic or group-theoretic conjugate H∗ of H , either H = H∗ or
H∩H∗ has unbounded index in H . For every hyperdefinable subgroup
H of G there exists a unique minimal hyperdefinable locally connected
subgroup commensurable with H , its locally connected component H lc,
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see [16, Corollary 4.5.16]. An inspection of the proof yields that such
a subgroup is hyperdefinable over the parameters needed for H . More-
over, a locally connected hyperdefinable subgroup, or a coset thereof,
has a canonical parameter.

Definition 3.1. For an A-hyperdefinable subgroup H of G and g ∈ G.
put

S(gH/A) = {h ∈ G : ∃x [xH |⌣
A

h ∧ xH ≡Lstp
A hxH ≡Lstp

A gH ]},

and stab(gH/A) = S(gH/A) · S(gH/A), the (left) stabilizer of gH in
G.

Proposition 3.2. S(gH/A) is hyperdefinable over bdd(A), and stab(gH/A)
is a hypderdefinable subgroup of G whose generic types are contained
in S(gH/A).

Proof: Clearly S(gH/A) is hyperdefinable over bdd(A); we claim it
is closed under inverse. So suppose h ∈ S(gH/A) as witnessed by x.
Then for every left stratified local rank D

D(hxH/A) ≥ D(hxH/A, h) = D(xH/A, h) = D(xH/A) = D(hxH/A),

whence equality holds and hxH |⌣A
h. In particular hx witnesses that

h−1 ∈ S(gH/A).

Now if x and x′ witness that h and h′ are in S(gH/A) where h |⌣A
h′,

by the Independence Theorem we may assume

xH = h′x′H and h′x′H |⌣
A

h, h′.

So x′H |⌣A,h′
h; as x′H |⌣A

h′ we get x′H |⌣A
hh′. Thus x′ witnesses

hh′ ∈ S(gH/A).

It now follows from [16, Lemma 4.4.8] that stab(gH/A) is a hyperde-
finable subgroup of G whose generic types are contained in S(gH/A).

�

Remark 3.3. We also have

S(gH/A) = {h ∈ G : hπ ∪ π does not fork over A},

where π(x) is given by

π(x) = Lstp(gH/A) = ∃y [y−1x ∈ H ∧ y |= Lstp(g/A)].

Lemma 3.4. Let (Hi : i < α) be a continuous descending sequence of
A-hyperdefinable subgroups of G and g ∈ G. Then

• stab(gHi/A) ≥ stab(gHj/A) for i ≤ j.
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• stab(gHλ/A) =
⋂

i<λ stab(gHi/A) for λ limit.

If

Xi = {n ∈ G : ∃x [x |⌣
A

n ∧ x ≡Lstp
A g ∧ n ∈ Hx

i }

and Ni = Xi · Xi, then Ni is a hyperdefinable subgroup contained in
stab(gHi/A).

Proof: Suppose h |⌣A
gHj with hgHj ≡Lstp

A gHj. Since Hi ≥ Hj we

have h |⌣A
gHi and hgHi ≡

Lstp
A gHi. Hence stab(gHj/A) ≤ stab(gHi/A).

From the first statement we obtain stab(gHλ/A) ≤
⋂

i<λ stab(gHi/A).
Now suppose h ∈

⋂
i<λ stab(gHi/A) is generic. Then every formula

φ(x) ∈ tp(h/A) is generic in stab(gHi/A) for i < λ sufficiently big.
By the first paragraph, there is hi |= φ such that hi |⌣A

gHj and

higHj ≡
Lstp
A gHj for all j ≤ i. By compactness, there is h′ |= tp(h/A)

such that h′ |⌣A
gHi and h′gHi ≡

Lstp
A gHi for all i < λ. But this implies

h′ |⌣A
gHλ and hgHλ ≡Lstp

A gHλ, whence h′ ∈ stab(gHλ/A).

Finally, Xi is clearly hyperdefinable over bdd(A) and closed under
inverse; by the Independence Theorem it is closed under products of
independent elements. So Ni is a hyperdefinable subgroup of G whose
generic types are contained in Xi by [16, Lemma 4.4.8]. But if n ∈ Ni

is generic, as witnessed by x, then n ∈ Hx
i , whence nxHi = xHi. Thus

x also witnesses n ∈ S(gHi/A). �

Recall that for any set A, the A-connected component G0
A of G is the

smallest A-hyperdefinable subgroup of bounded index; note that it is
normal. Whereas in a stable theory the A-connected component of a
group does not depend on A and is locally connected, this need not be
true in a simple theory.

Remark 3.5. If in the Proposition above Hi is G0
∅
-invariant, then

Xi = Ni = Hg−1

i .

Proof: Let n ∈ Hg−1

i and take a principal generic g′ over A, g, n with

gg′ ≡Lstp
A g. Then n ∈ Hg−1

i = H
(gg′)−1

i and gg′ |⌣A
n, whence n ∈ Xi.

Conversely, if n ∈ Xi as witnessed by x, then x−1G0
∅
= g−1G0

∅
, as this

coset is bdd(∅)-hyperdefinable. Hence n ∈ Hx−1

i = Hg−1

i ; the assertion
follows. �

Recall that two subgroups H1 and H2 of G are commensurable if
their intersection has bounded index both in H1 and in H2.
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Definition 3.6. An ∅-hyperdefinable group is rigid if every hyperdefin-
able subgroup is commensurable with one hyperdefinable over bdd(∅).

Remark 3.7. An ∅-hyperdefinable group is rigid if and only if every
locally connected subgroup is hyperdefinable over bdd(∅).

In the pure theory of an algebraically closed field, semi-abelian vari-
eties are rigid. On the other hand, one-based groups are rigid [11].

Lemma 3.8. If G is rigid, then every hyperdefinable locally connected
subgroup is normalized by G0

∅
.

Proof: Let H be a hyperdefinable locally connected subgroup of G.
Then every G-conjugate of H is also locally connected, and hence
hyperdefinable over bdd(∅). So there are only boundedly many G-
conjugates, and G0

∅
must normalize them all. �

Proposition 3.9. A type-definable superstable rigid group G is nilpotent-
by-finite.

Proof: Clearly, we may assume that G is connected. If U(G) = ωα·n+β
with β < ωα, then by [3] there is a type-definable connected abelian
subgroup A with U(A) ≥ ωα. So A is normal by Lemma 3.8, and
U(G/A) < U(G). By inductive hypothesis G/A is nilpotent.

If g ∈ G is generic, let C be the centralizer-connected component
of CG(g). Then C is locally connected and of finite index n in CG(g);
since it is bdd(∅)-definable, it does not depend on g. Therefore C is
centralized by all generic elements, and thus by the whole of G. Put
N = A ·Z(G). Then N is normal and abelian, and G/N is nilpotent of
exponent at most n. So G is nilpotent by a theorem of Baudisch and
Wilson [1]. �

Rigidity implies a monotonicity property for stabilizers.

Lemma 3.10. Suppose G is rigid, g ∈ G and A ⊆ B. Then stab(g/B)0B
is contained in stab(g/A).

Proof: By rigidity stab(g/B)0B is commensurate with a group H hy-
perdefinable over bdd(∅); by B-connectivity it has bounded index in
H . Consider a generic h ∈ stab(g/B)0B. Then h is generic in H and so
h |⌣B. Also, since h is generic in stab(g/B), there is g′ |= Lstp(g/B)
with g′ |⌣B

h and hg′ |= Lstp(g/B). In particular g′, hg′ |= Lstp(g/A).

Since h |⌣B we have h |⌣A
B, whence h |⌣A

g′ by transitivity and

hence h ∈ stab(g/A). �
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Recall that ℓΣ1 (g/A) is the set of all elements in bdd(gA) whose type
over A is almost Σ-internal.

Lemma 3.11. If a |⌣A
b and tp(c/Ab) is almost Σ-internal, then a |⌣B

bc

where B = ℓΣ1 (a/A).

Proof: [14, Corollary 2.4] yields that tp(Cb(bc/Aa)/A) is almost Σ-
internal. Thus Cb(bc/Aa) ∈ B. �

In order to obtain equality in Lemma 3.4, we have to assume rigidity,
Σ-analysablility and work with ℓΣ1 (g/A)-connected components.

Proposition 3.12. Let G be Σ-analysable and rigid. If H is a lo-
cally connected hyperdefinable subgroup, g ∈ G and B = ℓΣ1 (g/A), then

stab(gH/B)0B = stab(g/B)0B(H
0
B)

g−1

.

Proof: Note first that Hg−1

is again locally connected and therefore
hyperdefinable over bdd(∅). In particular, (Hg−1

)0B = (H0
B)

g−1

is hy-
perdefinable over B and B-connected. Moreover, by Remark 3.5,

(H0
B)

g−1

≤ stab(gH0
B/B) ≤ stab(gH/B).

One inclusion now follows from Lemma 3.4.

For the other direction, since G is Σ-analysable, there is a continuous
descending sequence (Gi : i ≤ α) of ∅-hyperdefinable normal subgroups
of G with G0 = G and Gα = {1}, such that Gi/Gi+1 is almost Σ-
internal for all i < α. Put Hi = H ∩Gi and note that Hj is normal in
Hi for j > i.

Claim. stab(gHi/B)0B = stab(gHj/B)0B(H
g−1

i )0B for all j ≥ i.

Proof of Claim: Consider a generic element h ∈ stab(gHi/B)0B. We
may assume that h |⌣B

g and hgHi ≡B gHi. By rigidity, the B-
connected component of the stabilizer has bounded index in a group
hyperdefinable over bdd(∅), and h must be generic in that group as
well. Therefore h |⌣B, and h |⌣A

g by transitivity.

Choose some h′ ∈ Hg−1

i with hh′g ≡B g. Since Hg−1

i /Hg−1

i+1 is bdd(∅)-

hyperdefinable and almost Σ-internal, tp(h′Hg−1

i+1 ) is almost Σ-internal.

Hence h, h′Hg−1

i+1 |⌣B
g by Lemma 3.11. Therefore there is some h′′ ∈

hh′Hg−1

i+1 with h′′ |⌣B
g. But then

h′′gHi+1 = h′′Hg−1

i+1 g = hh′Hg−1

i+1 g = hh′gHi+1 ≡B gHi+1.
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Thus h′′ ∈ stab(gHi+1/B); as h ∈ h′′Hg−1

i we obtain

h ∈ stab(gHi+1/B)Hg−1

i .

Taking B-connected components yields

stab(gHi/B)0B = stab(gHi+1/B)0B(H
g−1

i )0B ;

the claim now follows by transfinite induction from Lemma 3.4. �

Taking i = 0 and j = α, we obtain the proposition. �

4. The socle lemma

As pointed out in the introduction, one of the main consequences
of the canonical base property is a group-version, the so-called socle
lemma. For the sake of completeness we sketch a proof for arbitrary
simple theories. We follow [6, Proposition 2.7].

Fact 4.1. Suppose T has the CBP with respect to Sigma and G is Σ-
analysable. If g ∈ G and ḡ is the canonical parameter of stab(g/A) g,
then tp(ḡ/A) is almost Σ-internal.

Proof: We may assume A = ∅. Let c ∈ G be generic over g. Then
one can check as in [6, Proposition 2.7] that stab(g) g is hyperdefin-
able over bdd(Cb(c/gc), c), as is ḡ. Since tp(c) is Σ-analysable, so is
tp(Cb(c/gc)); the CBP with respect to Σ yields that tp(Cb(c/gc)/c)
is almost Σ-internal. As ḡ ∈ bdd(Cb(c/gc), c), we obtain that tp(ḡ/c)
is almost Σ-internal, and so is tp(ḡ) since ḡ ∈ dcl(g) and g |⌣ c by
genericity of c. �

When stab(g/A) is bounded the statement above coincides with the
usual version of the socle lemma, see for example [10, Fact 1.3]. Now
we generalize [6, Corollary 2.8].

Remark 4.2. Suppose T has the CBP with respect to Σ and G is
Σ-analysable. If g ∈ G then stab(g/ℓΣ1 (g/A)) ≤ stab(g/A).

Proof: Let B = ℓΣ1 (g/A) and let h ∈ stab(g/B) be generic over B, g
with hg |= Lstp(g/B). Then by Fact 4.1 the canonical parameter of
stab(g/A) g belongs to B. So stab(g/A) g is hyperdefinable over B,
whence hg ∈ stab(g/A) g. Thus h ∈ stab(g/A). �

An inspection of the proof of Fact 4.1 gives the following variation
without assuming the CBP.
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Proposition 4.3. Let g ∈ G and suppose that there is some h ∈ G such
that gh |⌣A

g and tp(h/A) is almost Σ-internal (e.g. if g ∈ stab(h/A) is

generic). If ḡ is the canonical parameter of stab(g/A) g, then tp(ḡ/A)
is almost Σ-internal.

Proof: Let g, h, A be as in the statement and set B = ℓΣ1 (gh/A). As
tp(h/A) is almost Σ-internal we have h |⌣B

gh by Lemma 3.11.

Let h1, h2 be two independent realizations of Lstp(gh/B), and note
that B ⊆ bdd(h1, A). By the Independence Theorem there is some
h′ |⌣B

h1, h2 with h′, hi |= Lstp(h, gh/B) for i = 1, 2. Put gi = hih
′−1

for i = 1, 2 and note that gi |= Lstp(g/B). Since h′ |⌣B,h1

h2h
−1
1 we get

g1 |⌣B,h1

h2h
−1
1 . Moreover g1, h1 |= Lstp(g, gh/A), whence g1 |⌣A

h1

and g1 |⌣A
B, h1. Thus g1 |⌣A

h2h
−1
1 by transitivity. But

h2h
−1
1 g1 = h2h

−1
1 h1h

′−1 = h2h
′−1 = g2.

Thus h2h
−1
1 ∈ stab(g/A).

It follows that for any two realizations h1, h2 of Lstp(gh/B) the prod-
uct h2h

−1
1 ∈ stab(g/A). Then stab(g/A) gh is hyperdefinable over B

and stab(g/A) g is hyperdefinable over B, h. Thus tp(ḡ/A) is almost
Σ-internal over A. �

Finally, we prove a general version of the socle lemma.

Theorem 4.4. Suppose G is Σ-analysable and rigid. If g ∈ G and
B = ℓΣ1 (g/A), then tp(g/B) is generic in a B-hyperdefinable coset of
its stabilizer.

Proof: Since G is Σ-analysable, there is a continuous descending se-
quence (Gi : i ≤ α) of normal ∅-hyperdefinable G-invariant subgroups
of G with G0 = G and Gα = {1} such that Gi/Gi+1 is almost Σ-internal
for all i < α. Note that trivially all Gi are locally connected. Hence
Lemma 3.12 with H = Gi yields

stab(gGi/B)0B = stab(g/B)0B(Gi)
0
B

for all i < α.

We shall show inductively that tp(gGi/B) is generic in stab(gGi/B) g
for all i ≤ α, and that the coset stab(gGi/B) g is hyperdefinable over
B. For i = α this yields the result.

The assertion is clear for i = 0; for limit ordinals it follows from
continuity of the sequence (Gi : i ≤ α) and Lemma 3.4. So assume
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that tp(gGi/B) is generic in stab(gGi/B) g, and that this coset is hy-
perdefinable over B. Then also stab(gGi/B)0B g is hyperdefinable over
B. If g′ |= tp(g/B) independently of g over B, then

g′g−1 ∈ stab(gGi/B)0B ≤ stab(gGi/B)lc.

By rigidity both stab(gGi/B)lc and stab(gGi+1/B)lc are hyperdefin-
able and connected over bdd(∅); as stab(gGi+1/B) ≤ stab(gGi/B),
we obtain stab(gGi+1/B)lc ≤ stab(gGi/B)lc. Since stab(gGi+1/B)lc is
normalized by G0

∅
, it is even normal in stab(gGi/B)lc. But

stab(gGi/B)lc/stab(gGi+1/B)lc

is bdd(∅)-hyperdefinable and almost Σ-internal, whence by Lemma 3.11

g′g−1 stab(gGi+1/B)lc |⌣
B

g.

But (stab(gGi+1/B)lc)g = (stab(gGi+1/B)lc)g
′

, so

g′g−1 stab(gGi+1/B)lc g (stab(gGi+1/B)lc)g = g′ (stab(gGi+1/B)lc)g
′

.

It follows that

g′g−1 stab(gGi+1/B)lc ≤ stab(g (stab(gGi+1/B)lc)g/B),

so

g′ (stab(gGi+1/B)lc)g ≤ stab(g (stab(gGi+1/B)lc)g/B) g,

and this coset is hyperdefinable over B. But by Proposition 3.12

stab(g (stab(g Gi+1/B)lc)g/B)0B = stab(g/B)0B(stab(g Gi+1/B)lc)0B

= stab(g/B)0B stab(gGi+1/B)0B

= stab(gGi+1/B)0B.

Hence stab(gGi+1/B) g is also hyperdefinable over B. Since this coset
contains gGi+1, the type tp(gGi+1/B) must be generic in it. �

Corollary 4.5. Let G be an ∅-hyperdefinable group and g ∈ G. If G is
Σ-analysable and rigid, then whenever stab(g/A) is bounded, tp(g/A)
is almost Σ-internal.

Proof: By Lemma 3.4 stab(g/B) is bounded and hence g is bounded
over ℓΣ1 (g/A) by Theorem 4.4, i.e. tp(g/A) is almost Σ-internal. �

Remark 4.6. It follows from the proof of Theorem 3.4 that we can
weaken the rigidity hypothesis, either to stab(gGi/B)/Gi being bounded
for all i ≥ 2, or to stab(g/B) being bounded and stab(gGi/B) being
commensurable to a group hyperdefinable over A whenever 2 ≤ i < α.
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In particular, Theorem 4.4 holds without any rigidity hypothesis
when G is Σ-analysable in two steps:

Remark 4.7. Let G be an ∅-hyperdefinable group, g ∈ G and B =
ℓΣ1 (g/A). If G is Σ-analysable in two steps, then tp(g/B) is generic in
a B-hyperdefinable coset of its stabilizer.

Proof: We sketch a short proof for convenience. If G is Σ-analysable
in two steps, then there is some hyperdefinable normal subgroup N of
G such that G/N and N are almost Σ-internal. Thus gN ∈ B, and for
any realization g′ |= tp(g/B) we have g′g−1 ∈ N . Hence g |⌣B

g′g−1 by

Lemma 3.11, so g′g−1 ∈ stab(g/B). Therefore stab(g/B) g is hyperde-
finable over B and the type tp(g/B) must be generic in it. �

Remark 4.8. In the finite rank context, the original socle lemma fol-
lows from Corollary 4.5: By the Indecomposability Theorem there is
a normal almost Σ-internal ∅-hyperdefinable subgroup N such that
any almost Σ-internal partial type π is contained in only finitely many
cosets of N . Then any almost Σ-internal Lascar strong type is con-
tained in a single coset of N ; by Corollary 4.5 this holds in particular
for any Lascar strong type with bounded stabilizer. Note that we make
no assumption of commutativity on the group.

5. Final remarks

As we have seen, there are two ways to deduce almost internality
of types with finite stabilizer from rigidity: Either by assuming that
the Galois groups are rigid and passing through the canonical base
property (Fact 4.1), or by assuming directly that the ambient group is
rigid (Corollay 4.5). A priori neither hypothesis implies the other one.
It would thus be interesting to compare the two approaches, and to
identify connections beween a group G and the Galois groups of types
in G.

Another question concerns nilpotent groups: In [14, Remark 6.7] it
is shown that if G is Σ-analysable type-definable or supersimple, then
there is a nilpotent normal subgroup N such that G/N is almost Σ-
internal. Is this related to Proposition 3.9 stating that a superstable
rigid group is virtually nilpotent?
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